
What I know for certain is that your life will shrink or expand in direct
proportion to your comfort level with bravery. Deep Bravery is your
willingness to go to the limit of your self-control, often to the very edge of
your rational thinking, Deep Bravery resides in a space that is often a
terrifying choice where you could fail horribly or you could expand your
opportunities tremendously. It's jumping into the deep end and throwing
out the life jacket. It's stepping off the edge and taking the big leap. Mostly,
it's trusting that you are prepared, have done the work, and are willing to
take the risk, no matter how scary it all seems. And, that's where strategic
planning and preparation comes in.

Never before have we seen so many opportunities for women to lead and,
yet, women tend to be more risk-averse and prone to stepping away from
instability, insecurity, or lack of certainty. More than ever, we need women
to be willing to step courageously into the unknown. And, that is precisely
what this keynote will help women harness. The goal is to make you see,
feel and experience your power-- to ultimately help you be unstoppable!

We have done the work, prepared like an athelete, and planned like a
builder... now is the time for us to take the leap.
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BREAKING THEBREAKING THE
FEAR CYCLEFEAR CYCLE

Recognize the patterns ofRecognize the patterns of
the brain that trick you intothe brain that trick you into
playing it safe and learn toplaying it safe and learn to

override those signals so youoverride those signals so you
can achieve morecan achieve more

  
  
  
  
  

REFRAMINGREFRAMING  
YOUR FEARYOUR FEAR

USING YOURUSING YOUR
POWERPOWER

See the truth in yourSee the truth in your
capabilities and desires,capabilities and desires,
then find the courage tothen find the courage to
take up space and speaktake up space and speak

truth to powertruth to power
  
  

Notice the habitual ways youNotice the habitual ways you
shrink your spaces, so youshrink your spaces, so you
can flip the script and startcan flip the script and start

expanding yourexpanding your
opportunitiesopportunities
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